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For model risk management purposes, a model validation is the 
set of processes and activities intended to verify that models are 
well designed, performing as expected, and used in line with stated 
business objectives. A validation requires independence from model 
development and use. The model documentation, therefore, should 
wholly describe and communicate the developer’s intention and 
resulting outcomes with respect to the model development, i.e., the 
purpose, methodology, data, testing, assumptions, and performance 
- essentially what the model is, and what it is not. If documentation is 
incomplete, unclear, or less than compelling, a good validator has a 
responsibility to cite an issue – which suggests a higher level of risk.  
To alleviate this problem, a vendor model documentation standard 
has been developed by industry validators, reviewed by mid and 
large size MRM bankers, and approved as standard by MRMIA.  

    
Historically, the requirements and expectations for documentation have varied from institution to 
institution, as neither regulatory guidance nor convergence of practice had existed. While this may be 
less problematic for internally developed models, it can present a challenge, or even a dilemma, for 
externally developed vendor models. As one can imagine, as validators from each client institution 
attempt to secure information from a vendor in slightly different means (different questions), it has been 
time consuming and frustrating for all parties involved. The vendor must consider how to meaningfully 
respond to each client in a manner that is complete, within an acceptable cost structure, while still being 
protective of any intellectual property. Ad hoc documentation and/or protracted access to a developer 
can be cost prohibitive. With the setting of this new standard, a vendor may 
clearly understand the expectations of the validator, minimizing the 
need for back-and-forth discussions between vendor developer and 
validator. For the vendor, this standard is expected to better enable 
planning, pricing, and client support. 

Validators must follow the requirements set forth in SR -11
7. They should secure all relevant evidence from the model 
owner – including model development, data, implementation, 
governance, and performance monitoring. For vendor 
models, the validators cannot compromise their requirements 
due to vendor cost structures, availability of developers, 
or other limiting factors. They must conduct the validation, 
cite any deficiency issues, and provide recommendations. 
However, due to the mismatch between interests and 
constraints, vendor documentation can be difficult to secure or 
incomplete, resulting in validation issues. Resolution becomes 
a time-consuming consequence for all involved. For the validator, 
this standard is expected to lead to more complete, coherent, and 
meaningful evidences. 
     
The standardized set of vendor questions should be considered a minimum standard. It does not include 
nuanced modeling questions, nor questions related to the model owner or users. It does not include 
questions related to internal data availability, treatment, and or controls. Internal model owner governance 
questions are also not included. The listed questions are for the vendors specifically.   

Standardized Vendor Questions  – A uniform set of vendor specific questions that include model 
development, data, performance, and implementation.
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The standard questions are designed for most types of models. 
Not all questions may be relevant for the model in question, 
however, an explanation as to lack of relevance will be useful. 
The questions intentionally do not specify how the vendor 
should provide a response, but it should be complete. It could 
be a sentence, a paragraph, or even a whitepaper. Iterations 
may change over time, as validators provide feedback. 
Additionally, some questions may require analytical evidence. 
The vendor is expected to provide that evidence as they 
see most appropriate and complete. The developers should 
always make their interpretations and understanding clear and 
logical, so as to reduce the potential for follow-up questions 
and interviews. Redundancy or extraneous information is to be 
avoided if possible.

STANDARDIZED 
VENDOR QUESTIONS: 
A uniform set of vendor 
specific questions 
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performance,  
and implementation.

 

USE OF THE DOCUMENTATION STANDARD SERVES THE 
MULTIPLE PURPOSES, AS FOLLOWS:
 1.) MODEL VALIDATORS – defined set of questions, that cover the model risks associated  
  with the vendor and the developer, are consistently presented and addressed. This 
  promotes more efficient and consistent validations and allows for feedback to developers  
  and owners. Validators will set this expectation with the vendor early in the lifecycle 
  of the model.

 2.) VENDOR DEVELOPERS – a standard should enable the vendor to better organize and   
  plan. Vendors may refer to their documentation as “adhering to the MRMIA Standard”, 
  as opposed to addressing all questions from all banks. This defines their documentation 
  scope in which they may create and maintain evidence. It reduces the related questions  
  that would otherwise come from multiple validation groups. Over time, as feedback is   
  provided by individual validators, the documentation may be enhanced. The vendor’s   
  ability to prioritize any gaps, would be identified more easily. 

 3.) VENDOR MANAGEMENT – a common contractual shortfall between client banks and   
  model vendors has been the lack of specificity related to evidence required by MRM.   
  Historically, it tended to be at the time of validation when it is determined that model  
   information is either absent or incomplete. The lack of specificity created issues.
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